ABSTRACT This paper proposes histogram shape-based scene-change detection to automatically recognize the changing content in a moving image for frame rate up-conversion; in the frame rate up-conversion, it is important to detect both local and global scene changes. In addition, a threshold value should be fixed regardless of the image characteristics that requires low computation. The proposed algorithm simply extracts the shape of a two-dimensional histogram using point-based distance calculation. It also uses block merging and blocks smoothing to further improve the accuracy of the scene change detection. In the experimental results, the proposed algorithm enhanced the average F1 score to 0.607 (a 189.63% improvement) as compared with the benchmark methods. The average computation time of the proposed algorithm also decreased to 1.696 ms (a 65.81% reduction) compared with the benchmark algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Scene change detection is a technique for identifying changes in a video sequence, and it has been used for various applications: video indexing, video coding, and frame rate up-conversion. In video indexing, it is important that the relevant information be extracted from the large video database without human intervention [1] . For this, scene change detection automatically recognizes the changes in consecutive frames. In video coding, coding efficiency improves if multiple coding processes are used such as inter-frame and intraframe predictions [2] ; scene change detection is used to enhance effective coding efficiency [3] . In frame rate upconversion, the high image quality of an interpolation frame is important. Generally, this frame rate up-conversion consists of motion estimation (ME), which calculates a motion vector between consecutive frames, and motion-compensated interpolation (MCI), which produces a new interpolated frame based on the motion vector [4] , [5] . If the content of a frame changes locally, ME incorrectly estimates the motion vector, and the image quality of an interpolated frame generated by MCI is degraded. Hence, the scene change detection
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Various scene change algorithms have been proposed [6] - [11] , and these algorithms can be largely classified as motion vector based or histogram based. In motion vector-based algorithms, a block matching-based scene change detection algorithm [6] calculates the differences between previous and current motion vectors after extracting block-based motion vectors from ME. In this case, the accuracy of the motion vector depends on the performance of the scene change detection algorithm. In order to enhance the accuracy, transformed difference-based scene change detection [2] was proposed. This process uses the sum of the absolute transformed difference to calculate the motion vector instead of the sum of absolute difference. An optical flow-based scene change detection algorithm [7] was also proposed. This algorithm also computes the differences between previous and current motion vectors.
For histogram-based algorithms, a scene change detection algorithm using histogram difference [8] , [9] was proposed. This generates color histograms and computes the differences between previous and current histograms. Histogram intersection-based scene change detection [10] uses a new matching method and a large database of models to improve the detection accuracy. Chi-square-based scene change detection [11] calculates χ 2 of color histograms in successive frames. Then, it calculates the differences between previous and current χ 2 values.
However, the conventional algorithms have two problems. First, they only consider global scene changes during the process and thus are difficult to use in the frame rate up-conversion. Second, these algorithms cannot use fixed thresholds for the differences between motion vectors or histograms. This is because the threshold should be changed if the image characteristics of the image sequences are different. Multiple histogram-based scene-change detection [3] can solve these problems. It produces histograms for segmented blocks of a frame and automatically computes the optimal threshold. However, it requires considerable computational resources because the automatic thresholding is an iterative algorithm.
In this paper, a histogram shape-based scene-change detection algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm is based on a previous study [12] , but several operation blocks have been added to improve the performance. Specifically, it generates two-dimensional (2D) histograms for previous and current frames and extracts histogram shape. In addition, it uses block merging and block smoothing to further improve the detection accuracy. Therefore, the proposed algorithm can fix the threshold independent of the image characteristics while requiring low computational complexity. This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the proposed algorithm. The experimental results in section III reflect the performance of the proposed algorithm. Finally, section IV concludes the paper.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed algorithm uses the shape of a 2D histogram that describes the gray-level relationship at the same position for two images. In this histogram, the x axis and y axis denote intensities of the first image and the second image, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the examples of 2D histogram generation; the first and second images are nearly the same, and the distribution of the histogram concentrates on a diagonal (y = x line). If the two images are exactly the same, the histogram will be exactly generated on the diagonal; in contrast, if the two images are different as shown in Figs. 1 (b) and (c), the histogram is randomly distributed as shown in Fig. 1 (e) . The proposed algorithm uses this property of the difference for the 2D histogram. Fig. 2 shows the overall block diagram of the proposed algorithm; its specific operation is described in detail as follows.
A. PRE-PROCESSING MODULE
First, the RGB components of the previous and current frames are converted into YCbCr components, and the proposed algorithm uses only Y, which is the luminance. It is defined as follows: where P R , P G , P B , and P Y denote red, green, blue, and Y components, respectively. Second, in the block partitioning, the previous and current frames with the Y component are divided into several blocks. Then, the block-based 2D histogram processing is performed for each previous and current block. Fig. 3 shows the specific process of the block-based 2D histogram processing. First, the 2D histograms of the previous and current blocks are generated. Second, in the histogram shape extraction, the positions of pixels that are higher than the predefined threshold are extracted to consider only the main pixels in the histogram. Third, the distance is calculated. In the proposed method, a scene change is determined through the shape of the data distribution through a 2D histogram. Fig. 4 shows the principle of the distance calculation. Consider the simplest case when the images of two blocks are exactly the same; in this case, pixels in the histogram exist on the diagonal line. The perpendicular line is drawn from a target point to the diagonal, and the intersection point between the perpendicular line and diagonal is extracted. The distance between the intersection point and the target point (line A) is same as line B and line C as shown in Fig. 4 . Therefore, it is calculated as follows:
B. MAIN PROCESSING MODULE
where i and j denote the coordinate values of the horizontal and vertical axes in the 2D histogram, respectively. D i , j denotes the distance between the intersection point (blue point) and the target point (red point). After the distance calculation, the distances of all points in the 2D histogram are accumulated as follows:
where G MAX denotes the maximum gray level, which is 255 when the pixel depth is 8 bit. x and y denote the horizontal and vertical indexes of a block in a frame, respectively. D S x , y denotes the sum of distances for a (x, y) block in the 2D histogram.
Then, the block-based thresholding is performed to select blocks that have a greater distance than the predefined threshold because the scene change may occur in these blocks. It is calculated as follows: where B x,y denotes a scene-change signal for a (x, y) block. λ denotes a threshold, which is 200. This is based on extensive experiments using test sets.
C. POST-PROCESSING MODULE
In order to improve the detection accuracy of the scene change, the post-processing is performed as in Fig. 2 . It consists of two modules: block merging and block smoothing. First, the block merging combines four sub-blocks into one block based on the number of sub-blocks with the scene change as shown in Figs. 5 (b) and (5) .
where CB x,y denotes the scene change signals for the combined block considering the number of sub-blocks with the scene change and CB x,y is 1 if the majority of sub-blocks have the scene change (δ = 0.5). This is for robust operation considering problems such as noise and false detection. Therefore, it is defined that a scene change occurs when λ is larger than 0.5, which means more than two of the total of four blocks using the majority rule. In addition, the proposed algorithm considers the additional blocks that overlap with two adjacent original blocks by half (Fig. 5 (b) ), while conventional algorithms cannot perform this function ( Fig. 5 (a)) ; therefore, the proposed algorithm enhanced the accuracy of the scene change detection because it can consider the boundaries between blocks. Next, the block smoothing eliminates the false detection from using the spatial tendency of blocks in a total frame as in multiple histogram-based scene-change detection [3] . However, the proposed algorithm should consider overlapped blocks of horizontal and vertical directions, unlike the conventional algorithm, as shown in Fig. 6 . If the majority of the neighboring blocks have the scene change, the final decision of a given block is the scene change as follows:
where CB o x,y , CB h x,y and CB v x,y , denote the scene-change signals for the block in the original plane and the overlapped blocks in the horizontal and vertical planes, respectively.
S o
x,y , S h x,y , and S v x,y denote the sums of CB x,y s in the original, horizontal and vertical planes, respectively. N denotes the horizontal (or vertical) number of the considered neighboring block. CB f x,y denotes the final scene-change signal for the combined block, and δ is also 0.5. Using this post-processing module, the proposed algorithm improves the accuracy of the scene change detection further. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In experiments, the proposed and benchmark algorithms were used for the frame rate up-conversion to evaluate the performance. To compare the scene-change detection accuracy, the most popular metrics, which are precision, recall, and F 1 score (F 1 ) [3] , were used as follows:
where NFP, NTP, and NFN denote the numbers of false positives, true positives, and false negatives, respectively, and F 1 is the weighted value between 0 to 1; if F 1 is 1, it is the best. Additionally, the interpolated frames were visually compared that were produced by the frame rate up-conversion integrated with either the proposed or the benchmark algorithm. Finally, the computation times of the proposed and benchmarks algorithms were compared; in the algorithms, the block size and the search range size around a given block were 8 pixels × 8 pixels and 16 pixels, respectively. For benchmark algorithms, optical flow-based scene-change detection (OFSCD) [8] , block matching-based scene-change detection (BMSCD) [9] , automatic thresholding-based scene-change detection (ATSCD) [10] , and dual-dissimilarity measurebased statistical video cut detection (DMSVD) [13] were used. For the test sequences, Energy Motion and Proportionality (500 frames), hci2006 (1000 frames), Expert Panel And Question Session(1000 frames), and HCIL2000 (1000 frames) [14] were used, and all test sequences included frames with global or local scene changes. First, the detection accuracy of the proposed and benchmark algorithms was evaluated by using the precision, recall, and the F 1 score. Specifically, the number of false positives, the number of true positives, and the number of false negatives for the entire frames for an individual video sequence were calculated, and then the F 1 score was calculated. Table 1 shows the comparison of the scene-change detection accuracy. OFSCD and BMSCD had two different thresholds because the thresholds depend on the image characteristics; when these two thresholds were optimized for precision (a low threshold), the recall decreased, but when they were optimized for recall (a high threshold), the precision decreased. Therefore, these algorithms had lower F 1 scores than the other algorithms. ATSCD and DMSVD had better precision and recall than did OFSCD and BMSCD. The proposed method further enhanced precision and recall, thereby also increasing F 1 by 0.607 (a 189.63% improvement), 0.520 (a 125.56% improvement), 0.280 (a 43.24% improvement), and 0.116 (a 14.30% improvement) over OFSCD, BMSCD, DMSVD, and ATSCD. The improvement was calculated by dividing the increment of F1 (F1 score by the proposed method -F1 score by the benchmark method) by the original F1 for the benchmark method.
Second, the image quality of the interpolated frames for the proposed and benchmark methods was visually compared. Fig. 7 (a) shows consecutive original frames that have a local scene change, of the Energy Motion and Proportionalitytest sequence, and Figs. 7 (b) -(e) show interpolated frames. OFSCD, BMSCD, and DMSVD could not consider a local scene change (it was assumed that block matching is used as a default motion estimation technique in DMSVD). Hence, motion estimation wrongly estimated motion vectors, and interpolated frames were degraded by artifacts. In case of ATSCD, the accuracy of the scene-change detection was higher than that with OFSCD and BMSCD. However, it also had some artifacts in the region with local scene change as shown in Fig. 7 (d) . In contrast, the proposed algorithm enhanced the detection accuracy, and the image quality of the interpolated frame was also significantly improved.
Third, the average computation times of the proposed and benchmark algorithms for each test sequence were compared; Table 2 shows the average times. The proposed algorithm greatly reduced the average computation time, by 1.578 ms (a 64.17% reduction), 1.696 ms (a 65.81% reduction), and 1.331 ms (a 60.16% reduction), respectively, compared to OFSCD, BMSCD, and ATSCD. DMSVD greatly decreased the computation time, but it could not be used in the local scene-change detection.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new scene-change detection algorithm based on a histogram shape extraction was proposed for the frame rate up-conversion. Specifically, the proposed algorithm calculated the distance for each point after generating a 2D histogram, to extract the histogram shape. Additionally, it combined the sub-blocks into a large block and corrected a detection signal of a current block considering the neighboring blocks to enhance the algorithm performance further. The experimental results show that the average F 1 score of the proposed algorithm was up to 0.354 (a 63.99% improvement) higher than those for the benchmark algorithms. The proposed algorithm also reduced average computation time by up to 1.696 ms (a 65.81% reduction) over the benchmark algorithms.
